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Abstract - Increasing use of computers in every business
process, leads to accumulation of data of an organization,
demanding the need of sophisticated data handling
techniques. Many data handling concepts have evolved that
support data analysis, and knowledge discovery from the
historical data. Data warehouse and Data mining technology
is playing an important role in the area of data analysis for
knowledge discovery. Various data mining techniques are
available to mine the data from data warehouse. These
techniques typically address the four basic applications such
as data classification, data clustering, association between
data and finding sequential patterns between the data.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Use of computers is practically present and increasing in
every business process, leading to accumulation of valuable
data giving rise to voluminous historical data of an
organization. These historical data are the reflection of
business status and performance of an organization. This
phenomenon is demanding the need of sophisticated data
handling tools at all levels of business organization. Many
data handling concepts have evolved that support data
analysis, and knowledge discovery from the historical data.
Various tools and applications are available for data
processing, transaction processing, information processing
and now for knowledge discovery. As we move from data
processing to knowledge discovery the nature of data and
type of data handling methods differ as stated below.
A. Transactional processing
i). high user intervention
ii). current data
iii). small data volume
iv). Structured queries are designed as the nature of output
is known
B.
i).
ii).
iii).
iv).

Information processing
moderate user intervention
current data
periodically frequent data
data for one business year or one project

C.
i).
ii).
iii).

Data Warehouse and Data Mining
very little user intervention
historical data
data can be for the number year as that of the age of an
organization

iv). Data handling methods are highly automated.
The research study is focused in the area Data warehouse
and Data Mining, addressing two major issues of data
classification using decision tree, 1) classification of
variables of unknown or uncertain characteristics, 2)
creating classification by combining multiple variables.
Data warehouse is a database created by combining data
from multiple databases for the purposes of analysis . Data
Mining is the analysis of (often large) observational data
sets to find unsuspected relationships and to summarize the
data in novel ways that both understandable and useful to
the data owner . These techniques typically address the four
basic applications such as data classification, data
clustering, Association between data and finding sequential
patterns between the data. Various data mining techniques
are available to mine data from data warehouse. Data
mining tools are automated software that allows users to
perform detailed mathematical and statistical calculations on
detailed data warehouse data to detect trends, identify
patterns and analyze data. These data thus have proved the
basis of accurate decision making in the fields like retail,
banks, fraud detection, customer analysis etc.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A Data Warehouse (DW) on the other end is a database that
is designed for facilitating querying and analysis. A separate
computer databases began to be built that was specifically
designed to support management information and analysis
purposes. These data warehouses were able to bring in data
from a range of different data sources, such as mainframe
computers, minicomputers, as well as personal computers
and office automation software such as spreadsheets and
integrate this information in a single place. This capability,
coupled with user friendly reporting tools, and freedom
from operational impacts has led to a growth of this type of
computer system.
Data Warehousing Architecture and its Components, the
popular 3-tier architecture consists of several components.
The 3-tier architecture comprises of warehouse server at tier
1, OLAP-engine for analytical processing at tier 2, and a
client containing reporting tools, visualization tools, data
mining tools and querying tools at tier 3.
Figure 1 shows a typical data warehousing architecture.
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Figure 1: A typical data warehousing architecture Metadata
Metadata - Is to the data warehouse what the card atalogue
is to the traditional library. It serves to identify the content
and location of data in the warehouse. Metadata is a bridge
between the data warehouse and the decision support
application. Meta data may also contain data
extraction/transformation history, column aliases, data
warehouse table sizes, data communication/modeling
algorithms and data usage statistics.
OLAP Engine - Operational database like retail database,
customer database, or the reservation system of an airline
are most often used to answer well-defined and repetitive
queries such as "What is the total price of the products in
this basket", "What is the address of customer Smith"? Such
databases have to support a large number of transactions
consisting of simple queries and updates on the contents of
the data. This type of database usage is called online
transaction processing (OLTP).
III. CONCLUSION
Various algorithms that address to classification on large
data sets have proved to be efficient in classifying the
variables of known or certain characteristics. Tools
developed using these algorithm are more automated with
less or without the intervention of an experienced user. Due
to which the results or meanings produces out of these tools
carry less realistic meaning when it comes to analysis of
variables of unknown or uncertain characteristics. These
algorithms do not address any clear method to create a class
by combining multiple correlated variables in the real
world. Introduction
Following issue are arrived during review on various paper
1) Do not have a clear method to combine multiple
variables which has greater decision meaning in real
world.
2) Pruning techniques used sometimes may ignore those
variables which may have more influence in real world.
3) Very less scope for user intervention
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